PolarPup™ - Cooling Neck Band Instructions

PolarPup™ cooling vests and neck bands with exclusive Cool58™ cooling technology provide your dog with lightweight, effective and comfortable cooling.

How does it work?
The Cool58™ cooling packs can simply be submerged in ice water or placed in a refrigerator to activate. Once activated, the packs will be white and hard. These Cool58 packs will maintain a cool, constant 58°F/14.4°C temperature for up to 2 to 3 hrs. The packs cool as long as the fill has white in it.

Polar’s vest design concentrates the cooling on the underside of the dog where the vital organs are located. Polar’s neck band targets key arteries in the neck. This targeted cooling is effective and minimizes cooling weight.

Fit Instructions
The PolarPup™ cooling neck band:
First charge the cooling packs in ice water or a refrigerator for 10-15 minutes or until packs turn solid and white. Caution: Do not charge these packs in a freezer as this can be too cold for the dog.
Place the packs in the pouches of the neck band then position the band on the dog around the neck. The band should fit snugly around the dog’s neck.

Do not attach a leash to the neck band. Do not over tighten the band.

Available vest sizes:
- XX-Large with 1.125 lb Cool58™ pack.
- Medium / Large with .9 lb. Cool58™ pack.
- Small / Medium with .675 lb. Cool58™ pack.

Also available
PolarPup™ Crate and Bed Cooler: Designed for cooling dogs in their crate in the field, at shows or at home.